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1. Introduction
This Special Section consists of selected papers from ACM SIGMICRO’s Computing Frontiers
(CF) Conference, held each May in Ischia, Italy. Most papers appeared in CF 2006, but one
related paper (on “pipeline spectroscopy”) appeared in CF 2007.

2. Contents
The first paper, “On the Nature of Cache Miss Behavior: Is It sqrt(2)?” imparts insight into a rule
of thumb that many of us have long used. The second, related paper, “Analyzing the Cost of a
Cache Miss Using Pipeline Spectroscopy”, likewise attempts to yield insight, where most cache
studies focus on data, rather than information. Both come from IBM T.J. Watson Research
Center.
The third and fourth papers come from Washington University in St. Louis. The third,
“Dynamic Thread Assignment on Heterogeneous Multiprocessor Architectures”, discusses
productive use of heterogeneous CMPs, and the fourth “Exploiting Locality to Ameliorate Packet
Queue Contention and Serialization” introduces a queuing cache for network processing: a
hardware cache and a closely coupled queuing engine implementing queuing operations moves
the bottleneck from external memory onto packet processors with lower latencies.
The fifth paper, “Dynamic Parallelization and Mapping of Binary Executables on
Hierarchical Platforms”, presents a software-based solution to generate parallel applications for
any parallel hardware substrate, obviating the need to hand-parallelize each application for each
new hardware platform.
The sixth paper, “Refactoring Intermediately Executed Code to Reduce Cache Capacity
Misses”, presents another software technique that modifies executables, this time to improve
memory hierarchy performance. Likewise, the seventh paper, “Simple Penalty-Sensitive Cache
Replacement Policies”, seeks to improve memory hierarchy performance, but through more
intelligent management policies.
The last paper addresses a very different kind of optimization in an area significant for much
of the software community: “Instruction Folding in a Hardware Translation-Based Java Virtual
Machine”. This solution is elegant and creative, performing well at low hardware complexity.
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